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A Note of Recognition
Lisa Roberts, a resident of Huntington Beach and a
case manager for the Homeless Task Force, was
recently honored as HBPD Employee of the Month.
Lisa is an integral part of the HTF team and has been a
phenomenal case manager. Having practiced law
for over a decade, building relationships comes
naturally to her. She has developed alliances with
many housing nonprofits, governmental entities and
Huntington Beach residents who are partners in
creating solutions. Giving her clients a personalized
and realistic game plan for meaningful housing is
critical because Lisa knows that it often takes months
to see success. Her clients are fortunate that she is so
tenacious.
Since 2015, the Homeless Task Force officers and case managers have been on the front
lines of the City's efforts to combat homelessness. The case managers participate in the
County’s Coordinated Entry System and are well versed on the most meaningful housing
resources within the County. The team has had many speaking engagements throughout
the City and has been the primary point of contact for residents who wish to refer people,
report problems and generally inquire about issues surrounding homelessness. With the
upcoming Navigation Center, Lisa and her team look forward to an exciting new resource.

HTF Team from left:
Officer Mungle
Asst. Chief Rodriguez
Hayley Yantorn
Kristy Conway
Cathy Lukehart
Ken Roberts (Lisa's
Husband)
Lisa Roberts
Sgt. Archer
Officer MacLeith
Lt. Dereszynski
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NAVIGATION CENTER
With the City’s
Navigation Center set to
open in November of
2020, the HB City
Council (left) and many
guests enjoyed the
Groundbreaking
Ceremony that took
place on August 27th.
HTF Officers (below)
enjoyed the ceremony
as well.

HOUSING SUCCESS
This month, Lisa Roberts and Kristy Conway enjoyed the
satisfaction of placing two of their clients into permanent
supportive apartment units. Permanent supportive
housing is designed to house chronically homeless
individuals with disabilities. The location at which these
clients were placed is local, brand new and beautiful.
Both case managers accompanied their clients to the
lease signing. When Lisa’s client saw the beautiful unit,
she could not believe it was hers and started crying in
relief of finally having a safe place to live.
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